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Changes in this Release 

 

CMO Compliance Features & Enhancements 

Mobile – iOS & Android 
 

S. No ID Description Platform Fix Version 

1 CMM-25093 The user can navigate back to Dashboard when opened 
Events /Actions /Findings /Document through Widgets. 

iOS v17 

2 CMM-25089 Adding 'EventId' as parameter while showing online action 
information. 

iOS v17 

3 CMM-24757 
/24759 
/24761 

Localization of Thai, Polish and Dutch strings in CMO 
mobile  

Android v16, v17 

4 CMM-25244 The system is able to create an event having due date less 
than event date.  

iOS v15, v16, 
v17 

 

Error Corrections 
CMO Compliance Alterations  
 

S. No ID Description Platform Fix Version 

1 CMM-24944 Showing wrong section name for 'Internal Audit Form'. 
Instead of showing section 4.1 ETI Audit and question as 
4.1.1 ETI Audit Type, it shows section 1.1 ETI Audit and 
question as 1.1.1 ETI Audit Type. 

Android v17 

2 CMM-24985 Mandatory alert dialogue box is generically shown with 
'You should fill mandatory fields' message instead of 
individual missing comment option in iOS. 

Android v17 

3 CMM-25043 Default values for Custom Fields are lost / not visible after 
syncing back to the Web from iOS 

iOS v17 

4 CMM-25059 When the 'Do not use - Eastern PAISS - Please select route' 
Org Unit / Group is selected on iOS, the 'Eastern Region 
Access Point Surveillance' is incorrectly showing as an 
option in the Form template dropdown and the users are 
able to hit 'Perform' button and create an Event. 

iOS v17 

5 CMM-25115 iOS updated build request with updated certificates iOS v17 

6 CMM-25000 There is no option to enter new email in Email to field / 
dropdown in the Events form. 

Android v17 

7 CMM-25095 Unexpected workflow responses: Instead of appropriate 
severity-based workflow buttons display, all buttons are 
being displayed (for Low, Medium and High).  

Android v16, v17 

8 CMM-24953 When the user taps back button after entering action 
through an action widget, the system is redirecting to 
action tab instead of action widget (dashboard). 

Android v17 

9 CMM-24927 When a Form with a Workflow is submitted, the Workflow 
Responsible list does not appear and the workflow 
responsible assigned user for Event is incorrect. 

Android v16, v17 
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10 CMM-24977 In Events, the mandatory alert "Hierarchy of Controls 
(Corrective)" is not being displayed in the action and the 
action is getting saved. 

Android v17 

11 CMM-25002 In Android, the Parties Involved dropdown in the Events 
shows additional user names and doesn’t match with the 
iOS.  

Android v17 

12 CMM-24924 In an Event, the default action option is missing for 
selection while raising an action.  

iOS v17  

13 CMM-24781 In spite of filling all the necessary fields, the system is 
unable to create an action from Findings and displays a 
mandatory dialogue "You must complete mandatory 
fields". 

iOS v15, v16, 
v17 

14 CMM-24955 For Internal Audit Form, the guidance information icon is 
missing for the comment boxes.  

Android v17 

15 CMM-24956 The user can perform an event without entering 
mandatory fields and the mandatory alert is missing.  

Android v17 

16 CMM-24957 In Events, while performing Internal Audit Form, the 
application crashes upon selecting a check box and 
tapping next.  

Android v17 

17 CMM-24963 When compared to iOS, the Project dropdown list doesn’t 
show list as per configuration but displays many project 
lists.  

Android v17 

18 CMM-24954 Among the Action/New Event/Finding widget in the 
Dashboard, the Finding widget is missing in the CMO 
Android app, but it is displayed in iOS app.  

Android v17 

19 CMM-24959 As per the form configuration the Involvement Type field 
should show / autofill as 'Reviewer', instead it is showing 
'All Types' in Close Out section in Events.  

Android v17 

20 CMM-24972 Default' Dashboard on iOS is mislabelled and reads as 
'Default'. 

iOS v17 

21 CMM-24995 In New Action form, the mandatory Attachment Required 
checkbox is missing in iOS app.  

iOS v17 

22 CMM-24996 In iOS app, Actions with the Action status of 'Accepted' are 
wrongly labelled as 'label' when viewed from the Action 
Widget in the Dashboard Module. 

iOS v17 

23 CMM-8501 The user is able to create an action even when "Allow 
Create" role permission check box is disabled. 

iOS v15, v16 

24 CMM-21508 The user is able to view an action when "Allow View" role 
permission check box is disabled. 

iOS v17 

25 CMM-21509 The user is able to edit an action when "Allow Edit" role 
permission check box is disabled. 

iOS v17 

26 CMM-21510 The user is able to delete an action having 
pending/overdue status when "Allow Delete Action" role 
permission check box is disabled. 

iOS v17 

27 CMM-21541 The user is able to add attachments using 'Attachments 
Icon' when "Allow Edit" role permission check box is 
disabled. 

iOS v17 

28 CMM-21560 The user is able to delete action having completed or 
verified status when "Allow Delete” role permission is 
enabled and "Allow Delete Completed or Verified Action" 
role permission is disabled. 

iOS v17 
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29 CMM-24943 The user is able to create an action from Event perform 
and Findings when "Allow Create" role permission is 
disabled.  

iOS v17 

30 CMM-24945 As per the form configuration, instead of showing 
Corrective & Preventive, the Action Category dropdown 
shows All Actions. 

Android v17 

31 CMM-25021 In the Workplace Inspection Checklist form, when an 
action is created to question in Android and synced to 
web, the action doesn’t not get synced and seen in the 
Web application.  

Android v17 

32 CMM-25249 When Submit for Investigation button is clicked for the 
'HSBC Incident Report' form, the system displays an error 
'Response must be given for following questions'.  

Android v16, v17 

33 CMM-24967 The system is taking 10 seconds of minimum time to open 
an event page /perform page. 

Android v17 

34 CMM-25226 In Events, the 'Product Service Nonconformance Report' 
option is not being displayed in the form dropdown.  

iOS v17 

35 CMM-25235 In events, when the user selects answer as 'No' for any 
question, the comments box appears for fraction of 
seconds and disappears. And also, the section refreshes 
automatically and sets all questions answers to N/A when 
a user chooses 'Yes' for any question and ‘No' for any 
other question. 

Android v16, v17 

36 CMM-24965 In 'Visiting Managers Review' form in the Event, when 
tapped on dropdown under details review by Party 
Involved field, the iOS and Android system shows different 
users list.  

iOS v17 

37 CMM-24980 In Events, when Category option is selected, instead of 
getting Severity option enabled it is still in disable state. 
The Category/Type pop up shows UI/UX and autofill data 
differences.  

Android v17 

38 CMM-25214 In Events, when the Internal Audit Form's due date is set, 
instead of setting the due date to 3 days after the start 
date, it is set to the current date.  

Android v17 

39 CMM-25234 In ‘Weekly Safety Inspection’ form, the Clear button is 
missing to clear the entered data in section 1.  

Android v17 

40 CMM-25256 When the CMO application opened in the iOS, instead of 
showing 'Welcome to the CMO Application' in the server 
URL pop-up, it is showing as 'Warning!'.  

iOS v15, v16, 
v17 

 


